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Background

Protected is a UK based insurance specialist, in 2015 they purchased Accelops, and with
it realized that they needed this style of visibility across their entire infrastructure stack,
but without the steep learning curve, and unfeasible configuration workload.

Challenges

• Provides Geo-IP rendering

Protected were looking for a solution that could be deployed throughout their
entire organization without the large configuration steps required by other SIEM’s,
the data was intended to mainly be a mix of Syslog and SNMP with a data volume
varying between 20-35gb per day.

• Full Stack Monitoring
• Sized deployment so growth is
not an issue
• Assists in the aim of PCI and
ISO20071 certification.

Solution
A Logscape installation was deployed with sufficient capacity to handle up to 100
GB per day allowing for the Protected environment to scale without worrying
about the capacity of their Logscape instance. This installation has provided them
with the depth of insight into their environment for which they were looking,
without difficult and time consuming configuration steps.

Pricing

• Credited for its brilliant user
experience
• Monitors internal mail server
• Monitors web servers
• Monitors internal audit logs

A Key aspect in Protected’s choice of Logscape was our industry defining flat-fee
pricing model, once you’ve purchase a Logscape license there are no ongoing fees
for working with your own data. Use Logscape for free, forever.

“Over the past 3-4 Months, I’ve look at every almost every solution on the market,
ELK is notoriously complex and Elastic search would randomly break. Splunk worked
perfectly, but with its pricing model was like being handed a Ferrari and told you
could only drive 5 miles. Logscape on the other hand offers flat fee, and worked
flawlessly.”
Protected Technical Manager
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